
Only visually clean, fully dried, and undamaged reusables
should be stacked. 
Storage should be in clean containers or otherwise contaminant-free
until reused. Our PP rack can also be used for storage. 

Storage of reusables 

Reusables
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If possible, clean the reusables immediately after use.
If this is not possible, keep the reusable dishes in a cool place until
cleaning. Dispose of excess liquid like leftover tea, coffee, soup. 

Special detergent and rinse aid can help clean and dry plastic
materials.
It is important that your detergent and rinse aid are compatible with
PC, PP and composite materials and that the proper dosages are
used. Please contact us if you have any questions about specific
cleaning supplies. 

Pay close attention to the recommended temperatures for
washing and rinsing reusables. 
Wash using commercial dishwasher: the maximum dishwasher
temperature should be 60°C - 65°C
Industry standard rinse temperature: 80°C - 85°C

Special racks are recommended to ensure stability
throughout the cycle.
Because the products are lightweight, they may tip over
and collect water. The rack also ensures that the
reusables receive enough detergent solution and are
thoroughly rinsed in the dishwasher. We have PP and
steel racks available to accommodate this process. 
For more information please contact us. 

General 

Cleaning products 

Washing temperatures

Rack 

Drying

Reusable cups/mealboxes
Dishwasher
Detergent and rinse aid
Rack 

Care Instructions

www.verive.eu

To achieve spotless drying results for plastic
materials, demineralized water and rinse aid are
recommended. 
Avoid manually drying your plastic reusable dishes. The
drying should be done in a low moisture environment or
with specialized drying equipment.

For a long shelf life, easy and optimal cleaning

You will need...

Concentrated rinse for all reusables  
without leaving marks.
Helps the products to dry faster.
Works with Primesource chemicals

We recommend to not leave the
dirty cups for more than 72 hours.
It is not recommended to use
reusables with stainless steel
cutlery or other more rigid
materials than PP. 

Find out more:info@verive.eu

Our PP dishwasher rack can
also be used as a storage.
Transportation/collection
crates are also available.

Our steel dishwasher rack
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